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Damp in buildings 

The most basic function of a building is to protect its occupantsand 
their possessions from the weather. It is no wonder therefore that 
a leaking roof, or finishes marred by damp, leave the owner feeling 
cheated-his building isn't doing the job for which it was 
designed. 

There are several simple steps that can keep damp out of 
buildings but all t w  often when aseller chooses between spending 
money on a good roof or new wallpaper the latterwiw because l i s  
the part that shows-the part that sells. Then, when the rain comes 
through the roof, the wallpaper or ceilings may be ruined and the 
new owner finds himself with money spent and neither good roof 
nor attractive wallpaper. 

Of course leaks can all be remedied but as with most remedial 
measures this costs several times as much as it would have done 
at the time of building. 

The purpose of this introductory guide is t3 help you to trace the 
source of damp; to suggest measures by which it might be cured; 
and to show how simple precautions taken at the design stage or 
during construction can keep buildings dry. 

It is convenient to consider the sources of damp under four main 
headings: 

1. From below Me floor 
2 Through walls, doors and windows 
3. Down through the roof 
4. Condensation 



-damp 
If one digs a hde in the ground and sfretches a sh& of plastic 
across it it win not be long before water vapour begins to condense 
on the underside. If you arrange to colIect the water that sppears 
you will probably be surprised at the quantity that you wiU get. 

The hole appears to be quite dry so where does the water come 
from? 

The answer is that it comes from between the particles of soil that 
go to make up the surface of the earth. This moiSure is always 
present and even in the great Simpson desert in Australia, re- 
puted@ the driest spot on earth, travellers have been able to ex- 
*act enough water in this fashion to survive. 

When one realizes that rocks and soils are made up of minute 
particles which pack together like billiard balls it becomes clear 
that there is a lot of spa& between the particles. This can amount 
to as much as 30 per cent of the voluma To give some idea of what 
this means a cubk metre of moist soil with 20 per cent porosity 
can contain up to 200 Iiires of water. Wherethe porespaceof @soil 



is completely filled with water the ground 
is sgid to be below the water table. How- 
ever, because surface tension always holds 
a film of water over and around each par- 
ticle the soil does not change from wet 
to dry as one goes above the water table. 
Instead, the amount of water in the pore 
spaces decreases steadily. Even when 
the soil appears compkteiy dry a cubic 
metre of it would probably contain a litre 
or two of water. 

Even though you may accept that the ground always contains 
moisture you may rvell wonder why it does not stay there. What 
force lii it into a house? 

It you take a loop of mSon and balance a needle in it you will find 
that if you lower it gently into a glass of water the needle will float. 
Steel W i n g  on water is abviously imposgible so some other force 
must be at work. The mysterious force is 'surface tension'. 

Look at the needle and you will see that it is resting in a kind of 
'skin' w h i i  bends down around the needle. Instead of pulling 
always outwards the 'skin' is now pulling upwards with enough 
force to hold the needle up. If you were to dip avery slender tube 



into the water the surface tension where it curved upwards would 
have enough force to l i  a certain vofume of water. When surface 
tension acts in this way it is referred to as capillary action. The 
narrower the tube the higher it would rise-which is exactly how a 
tree manages to persuade the sap to rise in its trunk. In the 
ground the tiny spaces between the particles of soil form the 
"tubes" that lead the ground water up into your house. 
lf you were surprised to read that a cubic metre of soil might con- 
tain 200 litres of water, consider this: the average porosity of a 
plastered &&-brick wall is around 17 per cent, which means 
that a small room say 3 ni square with 250 mm thick walls satura- 
ted to a height of one metre will contain within its fabric 500 
liies of water. Above the water line the wall will get progressively 
drier and if we say that it is dry by ceiling height the total 
amount of water in the wall will double to 1 000 litres. If the walls 
are wet it is certain that the concrete floor will also be wet and this 
could well contain 270 limes, making 1 270 limes in all. If all this 
water were poured into the room it would be ankle deep (140 mm). 



It is important to realize, too, that these conditions are always 
changing. Moisture evaporates from the surfaces of walls and floor 
and capillary action promptly replaces it from Mow. In Me dry 
season the amount of water present diminishes while when the 
rains come the level of saturation may dimb higher up the wall. 

It is thus easy to see that water is continually flowing into the fabric 
of a house, evaporating and being reprplced. If this water were to 
remain very pure it might not matter too much but unfortunately it 
is always contaminated with soluble salts from the garden and from 
the fabric of the house. The water can evaporate easily enough 
but the salts are lait behind. These slowly accumulate as a whiie 
furry deposit which pushes off paint, disfigures flows, flakes slate 
and in extreme caseg can even disintegrate bricks. The water by 
*ltsslf will blister paint, mar wallpaper and encourage the growth of 
mildew and wood rot. 

Before the movement and control of damp in buildings was 
properly understood, people tried to build on free-draining sands 
or well-drainad sites but these were so few and far between that 
better solutions were needed, and today most houses have a 
dampproof coursa This is a s t r i ~  of bitumen-fett or plastic which 



is bid between two courses of bricks near Um foot of a wail and 
M i  prevents moisture from rising into k tefaiaty modem house 
shows serious damp problems the chanms we that the damp- 
proof course is either not continuous or has been bridged some- 
where. 
Check these three places. 

1. Make certain that garden soil has not been heaped against the 
outside wall above the damp-proof course. 

2. Make sure that the dampproof course either comes rlght 
through the pfastmrk on the outside walls or that the 
rendering or plaster does not go bebw It. 

3. ConRrm that the cement scraed on which the fbor is W i  is not 
above thedamp-pmofwurse,oritl~ontactwi~the~~ment 
renderlngonthewall. 

Solutions to these pmMems are not too d i i L  

1. Excsvate the soil to bedow the vital barrier. 
2. C h i  away the plaster below the damp-proof membrane. or 

cut a continuous slot in the piaster at that level. 
3. Remove the skirting board and cut a channel into the floor 

and brickwork down to the membrane. 
If there is no damgpmof membrane or if it has been laid incoc- 
re* the pmb- is far moreserious. In Europe, where many vary - 
a 



~ ~ d a t e b a d c  
hundceds d years, tiwe are a 
~ofsotutlons,mostofthern 
veryexpemskandmenyof them 
of dubious value. The oM 
iashioned wooden wakwoting 
so t y p ' i  of old matglons is 
actually a way of leaving the wall 
wet and pmvidinganakpgssaga 
between it and the panetling so 
that the water a n  evaporate with- 
out the salt deposits showing. 
Wainscotzng works just as well 
today t you have the money to 
spare for such a One 
word of warning, houeyer. da not 
paint the damp areas behind a 
wainscot with wat%rprooi -it will merely lift the wet zone higher 
up the wall. 

Draining the ground around the house can sometimes improve 
matters but there is a risk of caus5ng subsidence as the wet soil 
dries out and you are advised to consult the National BuiMing 
Research IWibte before trying this." 
Othw answers ittat you may h%m about are the injection of sir- 
canes, searates or similar materhb into the pore space of a hori- 
zontal mortar johrt tntheWarl,orthedestructionofthewrfaoe 
tension in the water by mall etemic cumen& Both systems have 
had their swcess-and W r  failures-and once again the NBRl 
is in a position to gWe good advice. 
The one sure-flre way is to saw through the wall of the house 
with a special type of masonry saw insarting a membrane as you 
reseal the slot behii  the swu. This costs a lot of money but it 
really daepwrork. 

What we have said so far q~p&es d y  to walls. The floors are still 
&Wing on thadarnpground. li thaprablemisunsightlystainson 



the slate, or woodMocks that bow upand eoraelooseyoumU 
have to protect Umn i r o m t h e m o S s t w e . T h i s b t s v i t a b l y ~  
W n g  up the Roor finish and painting the %creed Or the slab Wh 
epoxy-tar or laying a membrane- The National BuiMing Reseanh 
Institute has an Information Sheet on WoodWook Floor$ which 
wilt teU you what to ba It is available free of charge2 

When the builder reaches the stage Bf  casting the fkmr slab the 
fou~datiolls are oovered wilh a few milLAletres of soft sand and s 
~Is-largeshealofplast*islaidrightawoesthewhdehouse. 
Now the ffoor dabs are cast m top of this and rising damp is Ue- 
teatedfofever.Thisdoesnot~removetheriskofdamage 
Worn moisture beeause a new& test floor slab and newly built 
walIsaretultof water. Enough w a f e r g o a s i n t o a n ~ s i z e d  
house to fill a swknming pool aod umii it has evaporated away it 
can still pose a threat to finishes. However, wilh a lilt& patknee 
and a few rands' worth of plartic she& you can say goodbye to 
rising damp. 



Once the walls of a house have been property sealed off from 
r i i  damp and have had a chance to dry out you can imagine 
them standing there like large sheets of blotting paper eagerly 
waiting to soak up any moisture that comes their way. 

So clearly our Woubfes are not over yet 

When the wind drives the rain againsf the side of a house thethirsty 
brickwork will make short work of absorbing much of it before it 
can run off, and you could soon find the walls to windward 
sprouting a luxurious growth of mildew. 

Fortunately, the process of waterproofing a wall is not too d i i u l t .  
There are tvvo distinct techniques, depending on the finish. 

1. Cenrent rendered walls can be painted. It is important that the 
paint should allow any moisture in the wall to waporate 
through it, otherwise the few spots where evaporation can take 
place will aCt as focal points and salts that occur naturally in 
brfck and cement will be carried to those spots and will 
efflorasce there. If the outside walls are impervious then one 
may even get efflorescence indoors-whii is worse, (For 
further information on painting i?o& the NBR1.s free 
lnbadvdory Guide to Paints and Painting*.) 

2 Fa~e-brick walls and exposed stock-bricks cannot be pro- 
tected by painting without spoiling their finish and therefore it is 
customary to build what is known as a cavity wall on the out- 
side of buildings. The two rows of bricks, laid side by side, 
never touch and are held alongside each other by wire ties 
across which water cannot pass. 



The outside W~II is thus permitted 
to get as wet as t likes and to 
evaporate dry again &but the in- /y 
side wall getting too wat. Needles 

-%-lo 

to say, things can stilt go wrong. 
Careless bricklq8fs, for fwzhme, 

-77- 
can let mortar iall into the cavity 0 -=a 
where it get$ kdgsd on a wire tie or 
falls to the bottom bridging the gap 
between the walls To the uninitiated 
this may seem incurable but in 
practi i a few bricks can be re- 

723535 
moved at the ends of waNs, the 
droppings raked out with a steel 
rod, and the bricks replaced. if you 

v 
are buying a face-brick house at Wdmpph~.alkotd 

the coast, or in any high rainfall or weempnlmunh 

wet area, make sure that it ha a 
cavity waH or damp problems wuld 
prove serhus. 

H o ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ h ~ w a h a d a m p w a t l p r o M e m w H 1 .  
like as not on inspection of the exWW of theW.fktd hmW 
looking at cracks in the brkkwork. 

/ Paint alone cannot conceal a crack and 

/ / one small crack can easily absorb a great 
// dealofthe~nofffromtherpaltabove, 

// giving a result almost as bad as tf the 
/ / wallhadnatbaenpaintedatall. 

//  he sotution is mweiy to ~ e a l  the crack 
// withnewnrortarorap~*csealerthat 
/ Mil stand up to the sun's radiation. Satis- 

factory sealers are based on porrsul- 
phidas and silicones. (If you are thinking of building a house be 
sure to read the NkWs free Introductory Guide to Founclations. 
and avoid aacks altogether.) 



You wilI almoa oer- 
tainly, at one time or 
another+ have stared 
OUtofawindOwratthe 
mhandvratchedthe 
water casc%d'i down 
Ma winckwpams. But 
have you ever won- 
dered what happens 
to it when it reaches 
the bottom of the 
window? 

If you taka a look at any wood or concrete window sill you will 
find that it has a channel nd on the undersii so that rain water 
cannot run back bemM it H o w w x ,  this channel somatimes gets 
plastered over or clogged with a splattered ptaster finish, and the 
rain can then run back to the wall. The differing rates of expansion 
of wood, concrete and brick almostguarantee a crack at this polnt 
and you should not overlook this when wielding your tube of 
sealant 

A 

Another ilkgal entrant to the building may be the wind. This is 
especially notiGeable on tall buildings and even an ordinary house- 
hold window will be found to be in a &aught when the 
wind blows- While wind pmhms are not the hebjeci of this book- 
let, it's worth remembering that where wind can go, so also can 
wafer: 

When a cascade of water Rows over a Loose Rtting jointthrough 
urhich fhe arlnd is blowring, the waterwill be carried in too, and so 
& i d i t  is the process that a good of the available 
moimre mqwsl l  and up on the earpet. 

One only has to curb the wind wlth a sealing strip and the rain will 
stayoutforitsalf. 



Leaking roofs 

The roof is a very important part of a building and, as we said 
earlier, is a favourite target when it comes to cutting costs. In 
truth it ought to be the spot where cost counts least because upon 
it depends much of the success of the building. There is nothing 
calculated to reduce value quite as rapidly as basins on the floor 
to catch the drips and water marks on the ceilings and upper 
walls. 

~eneral ly  speaking, there are three kinds of roof in use today: 

1. Sheet roofs-of galvanized steel or asbestos-cement. 
2. Tiles and slates 
3. Flat concrete roofs 

Sheet roofs 
Looking at a galvanized steel roof, it is hard to visualize how water 
might get in, but if we say that in breaching the defences the rain 
usually goes into partnership with the wind then things may 
become clearer. 

Rain clearly runs off a sloping roof but if the wind is blowing up the 
roof with enough force it can hold it back or even reverse the 
direction of flow, particularly when the slope is not great. Under 
these conditions a great deal of water can find its way back be- 
tween the sheets. where the sheets overlap at their sides is another 
place where the wind can help the water in. Each sheet should be 
laid with its leeward edge on top. 



On page 28 of this guide is a chart showing how much overlap to 
allow at the top and bottom of sheets for different roof angles. 

Rolled steel sheets or trough-type sheets, which can today be pur- 
chased in lengths to span an entire roof slope, are obviously better 
able to handle low roof pitches but even these should not fall 
below a slope of 1 in 50. 

There are several reasons for this, not least of which is that at 
flatter slopes there is no margin to compensate for the warping of 
the roof timbers. A slight bowing can cause a pool to form and, of 
course, the extra weight of the water deflects the rafters even 
more, collecting more water and so on, until either the water flows 
over the ridges or the roof gives way altogether. 

Such a collapse can easily be triggered off on a very low angle 
roof by hail accumulating and damming up the water. Even if sag- 
ging does not take place, the hail can raise the water level above 
the ridges of the roof sheets. 

Minor failures can also be associated with the roof fastenings. If 
these are badly done, water can collect around the nail or bolt 
holes in dish-shaped indentations and can thence find its way in- 
side. 

The golden rules for sheet roofs are: 
1. Use the manufacturer's recommended minimum (pitch) angle 

only when the roof is very solid or no sagging is poss~ble. e.g. 
over a flat concrete roof. 

2. Do not face sidelaps towards the prevailing wind. 
3. Do not d~stortthe metal by hammering roofing screws through it. 

The very best system is to drill all holes, but using a punch is 
acceptable prov~ded that it is the right size for the screws being 

used and is kept sharp. 
Roofing systems in which 
steel sheets are crimped in 
place and never punctured 
have a flying start when it 
comes to preventing leaks. 

4. Use a weather sealing strip between rolled steel sheets. 
5. Never put your weight on the edge of a sheet until it has been 



fastened and side stitched. Once a steel sheet kinks and bends 
it is almost impossible to get it straight again. 

6. Never hammer nails or tighten b W  to the pdnt where they 
distort the steel or crack the asbestos cement sheet 

7. Bend down drip sections at the lowest end of every trough im - 
therooRng&eetoverthegutter.(Specisltoolstodothis& - G.* 

available from the rooting manufacturers-) 
Extra protection for a trough type steel roof can be obtained by 
covering it with special cement or day fifes which not only prevent 
hail buihling up but which also improve the thermal performance 
of the roof. For more about this last aspect consult the NBRl's free 
Introductory Guide to Temperature Controld* 

TIlsr and shta 
Sincetime immamarialflatstonesfabshave beenwadtocov8r 
roofs. In the hands of the tiler aMf the slater their use has grown 
inEo an art and anyone wha tried to critidza awell-made slab roof 
would @ona&i&ywicket ButtheaEcantison'weUmadeand 
the truth is that a skHled sWer is hard to find these days. A good 
craffsman for instance will nail a slate in place without ewr touch- 
ing or plaoing a strain on the stone. An unskilled man, on the other 
hand, will leave a m6f in which invisible micro cracks have been 
started inmanyttiesasaresultofpoornailing. Itwillnotbelong 
before they start failing out. *==* ,-- % 



The result of thii decline in traditional skills has been the growth of 
non-traditional tiling methods. Most Ules @ use today are made of 
baked clay or cement while artificial 'slates' are being made 
from asbestos cement A new feature has been the growth in 
popularity of the metal tile in which ten or more tile shapes are 
pressed into one easily handled unit. These are light, requiring 
less support than traditional tiles and do not shatter in heavy hail. 

If a tiled roof is showing signs of leaking, the first thing to look 
for is a tile cracked or out of place. These are fairly easily 
replaced. 

The second possibility, which is much more serious, is that the 
pitch of the roof is too low. Any tiled roof which slopes at less 
than 15 degrees should have a waterproof membrane below the 
tiles. If a roof does not have one, and leaks, drastic remedial 
measures are required. One option is to remove all the tiles and the 
branderiog and fasten a waterproof membrane between the rafters 
and the brandering. Another solution is to replace the tiles with a 
roofing system that will tolerate a lower angle-such as gahranised 
&eel sheeting. - 
The golden rules for waterproofing tiled roofs are thus: 
1. Keep the roof angle above the minimum for the particular tile. 

Only allow the minimum on a roof that is a, strong that itcannot 
sag. 

2. A waterproof membrane is nacessary on all roofs with pitches 
of 15 degrees or less and is preferable on those with slopes 
below 20 degrees. (1 in 3.) 

3. Insist on good workmanship so as to limit tile damage and be 
sure to use good quality materials. 



Flat concrete roofs 
Earlier in this booklet we suggested that owners of damp houses 
shouldn't read the section on sub-floor membranes for fear they 
might burst into tears. Well here it is the moisture penetration 
specialists who come near to weeping at the things they find on 
top of very expensive buildings. it is not difficult to make a flat 
roof that will stay waterproof for a long time but only very rarely do 
we find them in practice. More often than not, a last-minute 
economy intended to offset rising costs as the building goes up, 
opens the way to early failure. 

There are three main dangers for a flat roof: 
1. Residual moisture 
2. Dimensional changes 
3. Weathering 

If the slab is not allowed to dry out before being covered, the 
vapour pressure as it does so will lift the film into blisters and 
wrinkles. 'So what?' you may ask, 'Who cares if there are a few 
wrinkles? As long as the membrane is intact it won't leak.' 

Absolutely correct. But ponder for a moment on the forces that 
damage the membrane, such as wide temperature changes. If one 
gets very hot sunbaked membrane alongside very cold chilled 
membrane, there will clearly be intolerable stresses set up within 
the material. What would cause a small area to get chilled? 
Evaporation from a pool of water. What would cause water to col- 
lect in pools? Why, wrinkles, of course. 

And thus we come full circle to the root cause of many membrane 
failures. 

To spotlight another danger point, we must consider what 
happens when concrete gets hot. Expansion joints are recom- 
mended in all buildings, not only to cope with expanding brick- 
work, but to allow for the effects of temperature and humidity. 
With the hot sun beating down on it, aconcreteslab can reach 65°C 
on the highveld with the prospect in summer of dropping to a mere 
15°C at night. This range of up to 50 degrees in temperature 
can make a 2 ni slab of concrete expand and contract a millimetre. 
It sounds a small enough amount, but in a building there is little 



tolerance for such movements and the cracks around many 
concrete lintels bear witness to the power of expansion and con- 
traction. On a concrete roof, these changes are taken up in small 
cracks that open and close with changes in the temperature. If the 
membrane is fastened firmly to the concrete, then a narrow strip of 
membrane above the crack, perhaps only one millimetre wide, may 
be asked to stretch to two or three times its own width as the crack 
opens. It is therefore quite certain that before very long the cracks 
in the concrete will be reflected by cracks in the membrane. 

The final enemy is weathering or the progressive deterioration of 
exposed materials. Many different materials are used for sealing 
roofs and each reacts in a different way to the forces of nature. 

Many modern waterproofing membranes contain chemicals to 
improve their performance (such as plasticizers andanti-oxidants). 
These are sometimes leached from the surface of the mem- 
brane by water, thus degrading the affected areas, so that, for 
instance, they are more easily oxidized. Constant expansion and 
contraction with temperature continually opens new areas to at- 
tack as the surface becomes too brittle to accommodate the 
movements. 

The sun's rays heat up the surface and help speed up all the 
chemical reactions. The ultra-violet component, which is 
particularly strong on the highveld, can and does cause most 
plastics to become brittle. 

Rubber-based membranes are also attacked by ozone, which is 
present in the atmosphere. 

It is essential, therefore, that the membrane should be protected 
from the weather as far as possible. 

How, therefore, should our flat roof avoid all these dangers? 

To be successful, our roof must shed water rapidly (to minimize 
leaking); it must be shaded from the sun (to minimize thermal 
expansion and contraction as well as to protect the membrane), 
and it must allow vapour to escape before it can build up enough 
pressure to cause blisters. 

The traditional way of shedding the water is to cover the roof with 
a screed graded to a slope of at least 1 in 50. These days the need 



for this is being eliminated by the simple expedient of casting the 
roof slab with the slope already in it 

Around the adges of the roof a -apfxI slope called a cam 
should be made (see diagram). If this is done when the concrete is 
wet it can be feethered into the roof top and the whole area floated 
smooth. 

The next probfem is to lay the surface membrane in such a waythat 
the vapour can escape and the secret here lies in having a second 
vary thin membrane bebw the first. This lower sheet is punched all 
wer with 30 mm holeg about 150 mm apart and it is laid before 
the mastic fs spread on the roof. Thus when the final membrane is 
laid in the mastic it becomes spot bonded to the concrete roof 
only through the small holes in the lower sheet. This type of bond- 
ingfnustgorighttothetopofthecantsothatvepowcanescapa 
at the edges it is also important that the be detailed cor- 
redly as in the diiram. Always let the roof dry out as wall as pos- 
sibk b&ore placing the membrane- 

Where condensation is a probiem (see map on paga 27), it is 
necessary to allowallarr a freer Row of moist air between the concrete 
and the membrane. One way of doing this is to lay stabs of insu- 
kiting mabrkl on to the roof before laying the membrane. 



Channels should be left betnreen these slabs and ventilators 
mounted at the awners. 
The final requirement, which is to protect the membrane and keep 
the roof slab even Cootar, is best met by covering the entire roof 
surfme with shacte tilap Almost as good is a 50 mm layer of 
crushed stone chippings Reflective paint, though it protects the 
membrane, provides inadequate thermal insulation and unless 
insulating dabs have been used below the membrane (see above). 
it will not mrm satisfactorily. In any event, roof paint must be 
renewed every three years or so and this fact alone helps make 
shade Mes an economic alternative. 

If it is necessaty to have a trafficable area on the roof, then paving 
sfabs can be supported on special comer brackets to give an 
exlremelywe&protectedwaterproofsurface- 
A few fi nal words of warning. Do not forget bleed holes thraugh the 

at the insulation level and do not to build in the 
flashing. It is not good enough to glue the flashing to the -pet 
,And, speaking of glue, remember to give enough time for the 
vdatiles in the Mi to evaporate before joining the membrane. 
V o W i k s o h r e n t s i r a p p e d i n s i d e t h e j o i n t w i l l ~ ~ ~ t w C e  
their way out, and where they cttme out water can get ia 



So far, we have been considering moisture in the form in which 
it is most familiar to us-as a liquid. But we must not forget that it 
can also exist as a solid in the form of ice, and as agas in steam or 
as invisible water vapour. 

The air always contains water vapour and its dampness is called 
'humidity'. When the air is hot it can hold more moisture than it 
can when it is cold. 

In a desert region the air will be very hot and very dry. It will feel 
dry because its temperature will give it the capacity to hold far 
more water than it contains. In fact it may contain only 20 per 
cent of the moisture that it could hold at that temperature. In this 
case we would say that the relative humidity of the air was 20 per 
cent. 

If this same warm air were to blow into a moist tropical region 
where steaming jungles were pushing huge quantities of water 
vapour into the atmosphere it would soon be loaded with as much 
water as it could carry and the relative humidity would then be said 
to be 100 per cent. 

Imagine, therefore, what would happen as night fell in this tropical 
region and the air temperature fell. Suddenly the air would con- 
tain more water vapour than it could hold and the excess would 
appear as droplets of water in the form of rain or dew. 

It  is not necessary to be in the tropics to experience this. Go into 



a kitchen on a cold evening when vegetables are boiling on a 
stove. The stove's heat warms up the air so that the steam from 
the cooking is easily carried by the air. The humidity may rise to 60 
or 70 per cent. Now stand a jug of ice water on a plate, and see 
how within seconds the jug is covered with afilm of condensation, 
which within minutes turns to rivulets of water. The reason for this 
is that the cold jug has cooled the air around it to below the point 
at which it can hold all the water that is there and some of it 
condenses out on the cold surface. Your experiment is an 
accelerated version of what actually happens during the night in 
the kitchen. As the air temperature drops the water vapour con- 
denses out on the coldest surface, which more often than not is 
the window. 

What complicates the problem in houses is that water vapour is, 
after all, a gas and, like all other gases, lt can pass through porous 
materials. A traditional house of brick with a gypsum ceiling will 
allow gases to pass a molecule at a time to the air outside, thus 
considerably alleviating condensation problems. 

The trouble begins when the resistance to vapour flow is con- 
siderably increased. This happens when less porous materials, 
such as dense concrete, are used or when porous materials are 
painted. Now the water vapour cannot readily escape and if the 
surface temperature drops sufficiently the vapour will condense on 
the walls and ceiling exactly as it did on the sides of the cold jug. 
Water vapour normally seeks out the coldest part of the environ- 
ment in which to condense, which is why it diffuses through 
porous walls to the outside. Often just after sunrise, the air warms 
rapidly and for a while the south and west walls are themselves 
the coldest part of the environment. Under these conditions the 
water vapour will pass into the wall and condense there. This is 
called interstitial condensation and is dangerous because it soaks 
the wall without leaving tell-tale drops of moisture on the surface. 
The first sign of it may be mildew growing high up in thesouth-west 
corners of the house. 

Interstitial condensation is particularly dangerous in lightweight 
structures in which a cavity inside a panel may become the site for 
condensation. This moisture may saturate the insulation material, 



reducing its efficiency. and 
cause rot and corrosion. 
which are all the more 
serious bacause they are 
taking place out of sight. By 
the time the damage be- 
comes evident the structure 
may have been serious& 
weakened. 
~ghtweight structures 
should have an impervious 
membrane on the roomside 
of the insulation material 
while the caw beyond must 
be vented totheoutside. This 
process makes the walls in 
effect impervious but the 
insulation keeps the mem- 
brane vuarm preventing the 
vapour badw from be- 
coming a site for conden- 
sation. 

In a traditional building with impervious walls condensation will 
oflen appear on the south walls, usually in the morning, in the form 
of water rivulets and sometimes even as pools of water on the 
Roar. 

Condensation only becomes a problem where a building is in- 
capable of coping wHh the excess moisture. inside. The simplest 
solution is often to examine one's living habits and try to detect a 
point at which the water input to the atmosphere can be reduced. 

Cooking is a major source of moisture but in this case it is pos- 
sible to fit an extractor hood over the stove that will vent most 
of the excess moisture to the open alr. 



Washing clothes indoors elso aeates excess moisture, particu- 
larly if they are hung indoors to dry. Theprovision ofwashing and 
dryMgfaEiWesoutsklethe homewill go akmgwaytwfacdsse- 
l i n g  this problem. 

Bathing is atso a difficuit source to control, but the best way of 
ventilating a bathroom so that it 19 not draushty is to have a 
single vant to the 0utsMe while mak i i  sure that the windows 
and door seal well H u m  nature being what it is, most people 
prefer to let paint peel and mildew form in a bmroom rather than 
alW it to be draughty. So very often all the air bricks are bbcked 
up. However, by sealing the windows and door well we are able 
to get fhe best of both worlds-&lent ventilation to pre- 
vent moisture accumulating to a dangerous k?vel, and no draughts. 

Breathing is also a significant source of moisture and itis thiithat 
make condensation a problem in overaowded mndltiork. 

Portabfe and fixed stoves burning hydrocarban fuel are yet other 
sources of moisture water is produced in the fonn of steam 
as a by-product of combustion-for axample for every litre of 
kerosene consumed slightly mom than a litre of water isgenerat&. 
FWng such stows WIM a Rua BnSs t h e  portabilii but eliminates 
the sour= of moistwe. 

h OW houses, which may not have a proper damp-prooi m a -  
brane beneath the floor, a great deal of moistwe can be rateased 
through the floor shb. This. es if adding instlit to injury, can re- 
appeaf on the walk md ceilings as a resttft of condensation. 
&me pracRcial sdtltrons will be found on pagas 8 and 9. 

Efficient ventilation is the easiest solution to condensation prob- 
lems and if practid, windows should be kept open during the 
warm- part of Me day to allow less humld air to come into the 
house and fo dry out the moisftrre that has acmmalated during 
thenight. 

If measures such as this fail to eliminm the oandensatbn, then ff 
is -b&a to- pr.wide a vapour vent to the otrfside. it is not 
necessary for the aEr to move at all in order for the vapow to es- 
cape and if aH the doors and windows are welt seated such a renf 
wbich ktikeac4hney,canbe&&dina~cdthoutcreatiRg 



uncomfortable draughts. More indormation is available from the 
National W i n g  desearch Institute.' 

An anemativa method is to cover aU €he external walls wRh an in- 
sulating matefial so that they never get tlm chance to becomethe 
cold& part of the environment. 

The map opposite shows the areas where condendon fs likely 
to be a serious problem. if you plan to build in one of them there 
are a few things to be bome in mind. 

The coldest part of a house at night is fhe roof. Most ceilings dbw 
water vapouf to pass through them and ii the root is of sheet steel, 
water vapour will condense underneath it and drip back on €0 the 
ceiling. On the olher hand, asbsstoscament roofing sheets will 
absorb and store some of the water vapour. 
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